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ONE DAY LEFT to submit your Big Ideas
pre-proposal

If you haven't submitted your Big Ideas pre-proposal you have until tomorrow
(Wednesday 11/16) at 12 noon PT to do so. Don't miss your chance to win up to
$18,000 for your big idea and participate in a range of mentorship, skill
development and networking opportunities! Submit here! 

Please make sure you allocate at least 30 minutes for submission and that you
receive a confirmation message upon completing your application. If you have any
problems you can call us on 510-666-9120 or email us at bigideas@berkeley.edu.

Additional Opportunities
 
CITRIS Foundry Demo Day (Event 11/16 6pm) 
CITRIS is putting on a demo day event to showcase their 2015 cohort's achievements to
date. Come see them demo their ventures and hear about their experiences working
in Berkeley start-ups! Sign-up here. 

The Rodenbury Prize (Apply by 11/16)
Do you have a daring idea that puts humanity first? Does it benefit a large population and
is scalable/replicable? Then submit your bold solution that delivers on the promise of
innovation, captures the spirit of discovery and embraces the power of diversity to benefit
all humanity. Learn more and apply here. 
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San Leandro Women Entrepreneur Focus Group (Event 11/18 4pm) 
A group of UC Berkeley graduate students are running a focus group in San Leandro this
Friday 11/18 as part of a needs assessment for female entrepreneurs in the Bay Area.
Learn more and sign-up here. 

Global Innovation Exchange 
The Global Innovation Exchange is a global online marketplace for innovations, funding,
insights, resources and conversations, allowing the world to better work together to
address humanity’s greatest challenges. Learn more and apply to various
opportunities here.
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